
Working for a safer Southwark 

The Licensing Unit Metropolitan Police Service 
Floor 3 Licensing Office 
160 Tooley Street Southwark Police Station, 

London 
SE1 2QH 

323 Borough High Street, 

LONDON, 

SE1 1JL 

Tel:     0207 232 6756 
Email: SouthwarkLicensing@met.police.uk        

Date: 2nd August 2021 

Re:- Corporation Ponce Arch 144 Eagle Yard Hampton Street SE16SP 

Dear Sir/Madam 

        Police are in receipt of an application from the above a new premises licence 
for the sale of alcohol and late night refreshments on the premises. The premises is 
described as a Café and Restaurant, specialized in South American food , however 
the applicant has not offered any conditions to restrict the use of the premises to that 
of a restaurant. The premises is situated in the Elephant & Castle major town centre 
as detailed in Southwark’s statement of licensing policy. The hours applied for are 
within those recommended for restaurants within the policy. 

The Police object to the granting of this application on the grounds that it undermine 
the prevention of crime and disorder & public nuisance licensing objectives. The 
grounds for the objection are as follows. 

This premises previously held a premises licence, however the company holding the 
premises licence went into liquidation in November 2020. As the premises licence 
was not transferred within the time limits the licence no longer exists. The premises 
have been running on occasions under the provision of a TEN.  

On the 21st May 2021 Police attended the venue following reports it was operating 
without a premises licence. It was established that the premises were open and 
providing licensable activities without the correct permissions in place. No premises 
licence and no TEN in place. The premises were issued with a Sec 19 Closure notice 
and advised to close. 

On the 25th June 2021 Police attended the premises, it was operating under a TEN. 
Police witnessed patrons sat at the bar with alcohol being served to customers at the 
bar, others were standing and or walking around the premises without face 
coverings. Loud amplified music was being played and a general lack of any Covid 
control measures in place. A prohibition notice was issued under Regulation 7 of the 
Covid Regulations 2021. 

APPENDIX B 
POLICE
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These two contraventions occurred during a period where no licence was in place 
and or the premises were operating under a TEN.  

Previously in 2020 whilst a premises licence was in place there were further incidents 
that would undermine the prevention of crime and disorder licensing objective.  

On the 11th July 2020 during a the covid pandemic the premises were found to be 
operating as bar/club with music and dancing taking place, no social distancing and 
no face coverings. The premises was also operating in contravention of the premises 
licence condition 840. This condition restricts the use of the premises to that of a 
restaurant with food served ancillary to table meals. At the time of visiting no food 
was seen and patrons were dancing and listening to amplified music. 

On the 19th September 2020 the premises were again found operating in 
contravention of the Covid regulations. No social distancing in place, no face 
coverings being worn by patrons or staff, loud amplified music being played. 

The applicant has shown a complete disregard for the then Covid regulations and for 
the conditions of the then premises licence. This licensed premises sits in an area 
that has been subject of a number of complaints from local residents due to an 
increase in Anti-social behaviour, some of which has been attributed to the operation 
of Corporation Ponce.  

For the above reasons Police object to this application and is likely to undermine the 
prevention of crime and disorder and public nuisance licensing objectives. 

If the committee decide to grant the licence we would like to see the following 
conditions on the licence as a minimum. 

1. That a CCTV system be installed at the premises and be maintained in good
working order and be continually recording at all times the premises are in use
under the licence. The CCTV System must be capable of capturing a clear
facial image of every person who enters the premises

2. All CCTV footage be kept for a period of 31 days and shall on request be
made immediately available to officers of the police and the council.

3. A member of staff should be on duty at all times the premises is open that is
trained in the use of the CCTV and able to view and download images to a
removable device on request of Police or council officer.

4. That all staff are trained in their responsibilities under the licensing act 2003
and training records to be kept and updated every 6 months and shall, upon
request, be made immediately available to Officers of the Police and the
Council.

5. Intoxicating liquor shall not be sold or supplied on the premises otherwise than
to persons taking table meals there and for consumption by such person as
an ancillary to his meal.

6. The accommodation limit for the premises shall not exceed ???? persons
(excluding staff)
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7. Customers shall use no outside area after 21.00hrs other than those who
temporarily leave the premises to smoke a cigarette and No more than 3
people at one any time

8. That alcohol sold, for consumption on the premises, will be by waiter /
waitress service only and all customers shall be seated whilst consuming
alcohol.

Yours Sincerely 

PC Graham White 2288AS 
Licensing Officer 
Southwark Police Licensing Unit 



From: Moore, Ray <Ray.Moore@southwark.gov.uk>  
Sent: Monday, August 2, 2021 5:35 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing <Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk> 
Subject: Representations License application for Ponce's Corporation, Arch 144, 
Eagle Yard, Hampton Street 

Trading Standards as a responsible authority is putting in representation with respect 
to this application under all four licensing objectives. 

These matters are in relation to numerous visits made to the premises over the last 
few years in relation to night time economy visits and recent work with respect to 
Covid legislation. 

Full details of these matters will be submitted tomorrow. 

Ray MOORE 

Principal Trading Standards Enforcement Officer 

TRADING 
STANDARDS

mailto:Ray.Moore@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk


MEMO:  Licensing Unit 
To Licensing Unit Date 2 August 2021 

From Jayne Tear 

Email jayne.tear@southwark.gov.uk 

Subject  Re: Corporation Ponce, Arch 144  Eagle Yard, Hampton Street, London, SE1 6SP 
– Application for a premises licence

I write with regards to the above application for a premises licence, submitted by Ponce’s 
Corporation Limited under the licensing Act 2003, which seeks the following licensable 
activities:  

 Late night refreshment (indoors) on Friday and Saturday from 23:00 to 23:30
 Supply of alcohol (on the premises) on Sunday to Thursday from 11:00 to 22:30 and on

Friday and Saturday from 11:00 to 23:30
 The opening hours will be on Sunday to Thursday from 09:00 to 23:00 and on Friday and

Saturday from0 9:00 to 00:00

The premises is described within the application as ‘It’s a café and restaurant, specialized in 
South American Food’. 

The premises is situated in The Elephant and Castle Major Town Centre Area. 

My representation is based on the Southwark Statement of Licensing policy 2021 – 2026 
and relates to the licensing objectives for the prevention of crime and disorder and the  
prevention of public nuisance. 

This premises has previously held a premises licence, the licensee company was Sabor De 
Mi Tierra Limited and the company was dissolved on 03/11/2020 Mr Luis Ernesto Barragan 
Ponce was the named DPS on the previous licence. Mr Luis Ernesto Barragan Ponce Is also 
the named DPS on this application and a company director of the licensee company Ponce’s 
Corporation Limited. 

I have concerns with Mr Luis Ernesto Barragan Ponce’ ability to promote the licensing 
objectives or whether he will be able to adhere to any conditons placed upon the premises 
licence as the premises has been found to be in breach of several licensed conditions in the 
past and also other related legislation. I attached to this representation a log of officer visits, 
complaints and temporary event notices applied for. 

Further to this, the operating schedule is lacking and the licensing objectives have not been 
fully addressed, in particular dispersal of patrons into the area and how the impact upon 
local residents could be reduced. Due to this limited information I would also ask the 
applicant to provide the following information: 

 An accommodation limit for the premises
 To provide a written dispersal policy for the premises

LICENSING



Should the licensing sub- committee be of a mind to grant a licence I would recommend the 
following conditions are added to the premises licence:  

 The accommodation limit for the premises shall not exceed  ???  persons (excluding
staff)

 The written dispersal policy shall be kept at the premises with the licence and made
available for inspection by authorised council officers or the police. All relevant staff shall
be trained in the implementation of the dispersal policy

 Intoxicating liquor shall not be sold or supplied on the premises otherwise than to persons
taking a table meal and by consumption of such persons as an ancillary to their meal

I therefore submit this representation and welcome any discussion with the applicant. 

I may submit further comments once all the information has been provided. 

Southward’s Statement of Licensing Policy 2021 – 2026 can be found on the following link: 
https://www.southwark.gov.uk/business/licences/business-premises-licensing/licensing-and-
gambling-act-policy 

Jayne Tear 
Principal Licensing officer 
In the capacity of Licensing Authority as a Responsible Authority 



Officer visits – Corporation Ponce Arch 144 Eagle Yard, Hampton Street, London, SE1 6SP 

date desc officer text 
09/02/2019 22:30 NTE 

Visit 
Justin 
Williams 

Visit to premises to view CCTV following last inspection to ensure premises is compliant, viewed 
CCTV footage for 31 days as perconditions:352353 CCTV operating in good working order. 
Premises is compliant. 

16/08/2019 22:18 NTE 
Visit 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises with Clarissa O’Toole to discuss resident complaint about doors and windows being 
left open while regulated entertainment is taking place at the premises. Discussed complaint with 
Luis Ponce – 07401157114 and was advised that the premises does not have windows and doors. 
Advised that as we could see the premises is operational with an acoustic lobby and there was 
minimal sound escape from the premises. We were advised that they would now ensure that that the 
front lobby entrance doors were kept close at all times to minimise any sound escape from the 
premises. At the time of the visit there as amplified music however this could barely be heard when 
stood outside the front of the premises when both the entrance door and acoustic lobby area door 
were closed. Advised by Luis Ponce that since CCTV cameras had been installed in the courtyard of 
eagle yard there was now very minimal ASB issues in his opinion. He stated that he welcomed the 
CCTV cameras as it was an aide to assist him to defend his premises in the event that any 
allegations were made in relation to the premises operating outside of their hours or their patrons 
actions being regarded as public nuisance. 

17/08/2019 23:25 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Visit to the premises with Farhad Chowdhury. We observed the outside area, all windows and doors 
were closed, no music was audible and the outside area was completely empty. We waited around 
to continue to observe. The premises remained quiet with no one coming outside. Action: Append to 
complaints 

23/08/2019 22:40 NTE 
Visit 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises with Adam Burchett at request of Justin Williams to discuss resident complaints in 
relation to the premises allegedly using residents bins to discard their own commercial waste. 
Advised by the operator of the premises Luis Ernesto Barragan Ponce that this was not happening. 
He advised us that eagle yard was now covered by extensive CCTV cameras and if someone had 
taken refuse from his premises and ‘dumped’ rubbish in residents refuse bins that this would have 
been captured by CCTV and they would have been notified. I asked if it was possible that this had 
occurred without his knowledge and I was advised that none of his staff would do this. Mr Ponce has 
requested CCTV to be checked to establish who had dumped this waste and if it was any member of 
his staff that had done this they would be disciplined. I requested Mr Ponce speak to all his staff and 
advise them that it was unacceptable to use residents bins to discard commercial waste. 

07/09/2019 20:23 NTE 
Visit 

Andrew 
Heron 

Visit with Police and TS to Corporation Ponce, as current application. Met DPS Luis Ernesto 
Barragan Ponce (Lambeth: PERS4022.Summary and full licence ok. CCTV took some time to work, 
but was eventually operational and recording for more than 31 days.C343 and C344 - Sound limiter, 
music was not being played through it -says that there is a problem with the electrical feed into it.  



The music was noticeably loud in the premises, through it was gradually turned down as we were 
there.C840 - Alcohol should be ancillary to food, however the premises was full, hardly any tables 
had food when we arrived, but all had alcohol with bottled beers in buckets and small bottles of rum.  
DPS says that they had already eaten.  By 20:55, no tables had food). I advised that he has applied 
to remove this condition, that the premises should be used as a restaurant not a club, that it appears 
that he is already running it as a club rather than a restaurant.C351 and C362 - No staff training 
records.  There was a sheet that staff members had signed, but it made no reference to the training 
that they had received.C365 - No refusals book.C354 - There was an incident book, but there was 
not a single incident entered in, just which SIA staff had worked each night. Warning Letter Sent. 

21/09/2019 21:19 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Visit to the premises with Roy Fielding, Maria O’Mahoney and Jonathan Ducker, a full inspection 
was previously done by Jonathan and a S19 was issued on the licence holder for breaches of 
conditions. ATOV there were still breaches found, Jonathan will be writing a statement. Conditions 
351, 356, 357, 362, 840 and 841 were found to be in breach. Warning letter to be sent. Action: 
Append to APP 

22/09/2019 00:12 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Visit to the premises with Roy Fielding, premises closed ATOV. Action: Append to APP 

18/10/2019 21:20 NTE 
Visit 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises with Ray Moore (Trading Standards Officer). Observations of premises undertaken 
with Ray Moore. X1 SIA member of staff carrying out searches of patron entering the premises. No 
patrons located outside. Acoustic lobby at the front of the premises in use as we could not hear any 
amplified music from our vantage point stood outside the front of the premises. 

19/10/2019 23:35 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Visit to the premises with Ray Moore, we arrived and introduced ourselves to the person in charge 
ATOV; I explained I was there to do a re-inspection of the premises, as a warning letter was issued 
previously to do with breaches of licence conditions. The licence holder has corrected conditions 
343, 344, 351 and 362, however 840 was still in breach. During the visit I witness alcohol on almost 
every table no substantial meal on any which is a clear breach of condition 840. Whilst I was there I 
also witness sales of alcohol at the bar area, beers were sold to customers and money was given, 
during the sale no food was provided. A witness statement from me and Ray Moore will be done in 
regards to the visit. I informed the owner he continued to operate in breach of condition 840, to 
which he replied it will not happen again. We left the premises at 00:02.Action: Append to 
APP/produce warning letter 

02/11/2019 00:30 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Visit to the premises with Ken Andrews and Jonathan Ducker. Premises was closed ATOV. Action: 
Append to APP 

03/11/2019 00:30 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Visit to the premises with John. Observations to check whether the premises were closed. The 
premises was closed ATOV. Action: Append to APP 

09/11/2019 01:30 NTE 
Visit 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises with Farhad Chowdhury (Principal Health & Safety Officer) Observations of 
premises following resident complaints about the operation of the premises. Observation of 
dispersal. Premises closed ATOV no ASB in the immediate vicinity of the premises ATOV. 



23/04/2020 20:10 COVID 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Shut ATOV. 

14/05/2020 13:58 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Premise open at time of observation - not good social distancing -passed to the Police to visit. 

22/05/2020 18:30 NTE 
Visit 

Justin 
Williams 

closed atov 

11/07/2020 22:35 
(SPOC)Covid 
19 

Jayne Tear 22:36 Call from CAJ  RE CORPORATION PONCE, Arch 144, Eagle Yard Hampton Street,SE1 6SP. 
Told me flashing lights on outside, SIA on the door, premises packed ) with people (no social 
distancing)  and could hear music from the premises which was quite loud. Email sent to NTE police 
with licence link attached, asking them to visit. Called John to make sure they had the email. Said 
they did not have the iPad with them so I verbally told him of the complaint. He said they will visit.  

11/07/2020 22:36 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Premises open, SIA door staff and customers standing outside, the inside looks full of people with 
music playing, couldn’t get close enough to take a pic. Passed to Jayne to contact police 

11/07/2020 23:48 
(SPOC)Covid 
19 

Jayne Tear 23:48 Called NTE Police. Got update RE CORPORATION PONCE, Arch 144, Eagle Yard Hampton 
Street, SE1 6SP. He said they visited and have served a prohibition notice on the premises. Also 
breaches of licence conditions witnessed including breaches of the restaurant condition (840 - That 
intoxicating liquor shall not be sold or supplied on the premises otherwise than to persons taking a 
substantial table meal there and for consumption by such persons as ancillary to their meal.)Jon said 
they had a disco and premises was packed. He has got bodycam evidence for this and said the 
police may look to submit a review. 

12/07/2020 16:38 NTE 
Visit 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out licensing observation of premises in light of government Covid 19 
lockdown restrictions being eased. No issues noted ATOV. No patrons located within the premises. 
X2 members of staff sat outside in the main eagle yard square on chairs speaking to each other 

18/07/2020 23:21 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

18/ 7/2020   23:21   FRC23:21 Corporation ponce, Eagle yard  SE1. Premises was open and very 
busy lots of customers inside about 30-40people.  Met manager Mr Luis requested his risk 
assessments showed us, appeared okay said they are doing track and trace and they take 
Temperature of all customers he has purchased 3 digital thermometers. He has reduced his capacity 
from 120 to 60 persons now, said he is trying his very best and apologised for last weekend he didn’t 
know about the legislation nobody dancing now he is operating now as a bar. I advised to make sure 
people are sitting down not standing and tables and chairs are 2m distanced from each other we 
then left. 

29/08/2020 8:20pm NTE 
Visit 

Justin 
Williams 

Spoke to Mr Ponce licence holder, explained to him recent complaints from residents in relation to 
when patrons leave the premises the noise the make. I explained to him that better control measures 
need to be in place to ensure that when his customers leave they leave quietly and have 
consideration for the residents. Mr Ponce explained he was aware his SIA staff also acknowledged 
the issue that he ensures that customers leave the vicinity immediately. Mr Ponce explained that last 
weekend when he had the TENs about 150 people turned up from an event in Kennington and they 



tried to enter his premises. Mr Ponce was concerned and called the police. The following day one of 
the residents came to Mr Ponce to explain what they had seen and Mr Ponce explained the incident 
to the resident that those people were not his customers. 

24/09/2020 19:40 NTE 
Visit 

Observed 5 patrons seated inside the premises on tables no issues observed. 

27/09/2020 18:42 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Premises was operating table service only. ATOV the outside was packed with customers waiting to 
be seated; there is a small issue with social distancing as members of the public walking by are not 
able to do so without being very close to customers waiting outside. 

23/10/2020 22:42 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

– Premises closed ATOV

24/10/2020 21:27 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

24/10/2020   21:27   FRC joint visit with Ray Moore and PC Maria O'Mahoney, very overcrowded 
inside approx. 65-70 people inside too many for social distancing tables too close to each other. 
Loud music being played, DJ disappeared as we arrived. Spoke to Luis Barragan-ponce licensee 
advised him that I am not happy with the capacity inside he needs to reduce it to maximum 40or less 
and to get rid of extra tables and chairs to allow free movement without people touching each other’s 
tables. Requested to send me his risk assessments which he did not have to hand, also advised we 
would be returning next weekend to check compliance.email:papucito_uk@hotmail.com. 

25/10/2020 22:35 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

25/10/2020   22:35   FRC closed no activity. 

01/11/2020 22:08 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

 1/11/2020   22:08   FRC open staff cleaning up throwing away rubbish customers all left. 

05/11/2020 20:45 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

5/11/2020   20:45   FRC Due to government announcement that non-essential shops should be 
closed from 5th November 2020.  The premises was closed atov. 

06/11/2020 20:15 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Premises open for takeaway service only. 

06/11/2020 22:12 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

6/11/2020   22:12   FRC closed atov. 

08/11/2020 20:00 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

 8/11/2020   20:00   FRC due to government announcement that non-essential shops should be 
closed from 5th November 2020. Op Moskvich Deployment premises open customers outside in 
cars waiting for orders. Blacked out windows can't see inside. 

15/11/2020 20:03 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Premises Closed ATOV 

29/11/2020 17:15 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

29/11/2020   17:15   FRC premises closed. 

29/11/2020 19:25 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Premises Closed ATOV 



11/12/2020 21:40 NTE 
Visit 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to premises with Farhad Chowdhury (Principal Health& Safety Officer) to carry out 
observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown restrictions.X1 SIA member 
of staff carrying out searches on patrons arriving at the premises. Could clearly see X6 patrons sat 
at a table drinking and eating from my vantage point within my car. 

11/12/2020 21:40 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

11/12/2020   21:40   FRC Barriers up outside , door searches appears to be operating as a nightclub 
looks overcrowded  didn’t enter without Police and risk of Covid. 

12/12/2020 22:55 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Premises Closed ATOV 

13/12/2020 21:03 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

13/12/2020   21:03   FRC very busy premises open disco lights and lots of people inside can see two 
SIA door staff outside. 

18/12/2020 22:00 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Premises closed ATOV 

20/12/2020 16:50 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

20/12/2020   16:50   FRC Due to government announcement that London is now in Tier 4 checking 
to see if business are compliant with the coronavirus regulations. Premises open all quiet 

27/12/2020 21:45 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

27/12/2020   21:45   FRC closed 

28/12/2020 20:24 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

28/12/2020   20:24   FRC closed all shut 

31/12/2020 19:00 NTE 
Visit 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to location to carry out observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions. No UME taking place in the location. Drive around the locality and no activity suggesting 
any events due to be set up. 

02/01/2021 20:07 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

 2/ 1/2021   20:07   FRC closed all shut 

02/01/2021 22:00 NTE 
Visit 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to location to carry out observations following amendment to government covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions. Premises closed and non-operational. 

08/01/2021 22:15 NTE 
Visit 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4).Premises closed ATOV. 

09/01/2021 21:50 NTE 
Visit 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

9/ 1/2021   21:50   FRC closed all shut 

09/01/2021 23:14 NTE 
Visit 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4).Premises closed ATOV. 

09/01/2021 23:44 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Premises Closed ATOV 

10/01/2021 21:22 NTE 
Visit 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4).Premises closed ATOV. 

15/01/2021 22:42 NTE 
Visit 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4).Premises closed ATOV. 



16/01/2021 12:53 NTE 
Visit 

Charlie 
Jerrom 

Premises open for takeaway 

16/01/2021 21:30 NTE 
Visit 

Justin 
Williams 

Premises closed. 

16/01/2021 23:18 NTE 
Visit 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4).Premises closed ATOV. 

17/01/2021 22:54 NTE 
Visit 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4).Premises closed ATOV. 

20/02/2021 22:33 Covid 
Observations 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4).Premises closed ATOV. 

26/02/2021 20:33 Covid 
Observations 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4).Premises closed ATOV. 

27/02/2021 20:54 Covid 
Observations 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4).Premises closed ATOV. 

28/02/2021 20:32 Covid 
Observations 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4).Premises closed ATOV. 

14/03/2021 21:53 Covid 
Observations 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4).Premises closed ATOV. 

21/03/2021 17:00 Covid 
Observations 

Justin 
Williams 

Premises closed 

09/05/2021 17:49 Covid 
Observations 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4).Premises closed ATOV. 

16/05/2021 17:22 Covid 
Observations 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government Covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4).Premises closed ATOV. 

21/05/2021 (22:55) 
SPOC Covid 
19 

Andrew 
Heron 

Premises open with customers and disco lights.  Customers stood drinking. PLH: Sabor De Mi Tierra 
Limited dissolved November 2020, so no premises licence. Ray Moore attending with NTE Police. 

22/05/2021 19:50 
(SPOC) 
Covid 19 

Andrew 
Heron 

PC Maria - Corporation Ponce – Open and trading again.  Will contact Bronze to use additional 
closure powers, as we can do prosecution, but will take time.  Asked to get ID from management. 
Working on her own at the moment, will get PC Dempster there. 

31/05/2021 16:48 Covid 
Observations 

Farhad 
Chowdhury 

31/ 5/2021   16:48   FRC Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to 
government Covid - 19 regulations.  Seen 3 people going in premises open. 

19/06/2021 17:31 Covid 
Observations 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4 – Steps 3).Premises non-operational ATOV. 

20/06/2021 18:24 Covid 
Observations 

Richard 
Kalu 

Visit to premises to carry out observations following amendment to government covid - 19 lockdown 
restrictions (Tier 4 – Steps 3).Premises operational however no patrons within the premises ATOV. 
Noted X2 staff within the premises setting up tables. 



Complaints received – Corporation Ponce Arch 144 Eagle Yard, Hampton Street, London, SE1 
6SP 

refno action rdate catg 
907588 A01  Service Request/Complaint Follow 12/08/2019 L72  Public nuisance 
907605 A01  Service Request/Complaint Follow 12/08/2019 L72  Public nuisance 
909508 A01  Service Request/Complaint Follow 03/09/2019 L72  Public nuisance 
910437 A01  Service Request/Complaint Follow 16/09/2019 L72  Public nuisance 
912871 A01  Service Request/Complaint Follow 22/10/2019 L72  Public nuisance 
913288 A01  Service Request/Complaint Follow 29/10/2019 L72  Public nuisance 
913292 A01  Service Request/Complaint Follow 29/10/2019 L72  Public nuisance 
913294 A01  Service Request/Complaint Follow 29/10/2019 L72  Public nuisance 
929671 A01  Service Request/Complaint Follow 11/03/2020 L72  Public nuisance 
933009 A01  Service Request/Complaint Follow 17/08/2020 L72  Public nuisance 
933318 A01  Service Request/Complaint Follow 20/08/2020 L72  Public nuisance 
934867 A01  Service Request/Complaint Follow 08/09/2020 L72  Public nuisance 
951477 A01  Service Request/Complaint Follow 17/05/2021 L72  Public nuisance 



Tens – Corporation Ponce Arch 144 Eagle Yard, Hampton Street, London, SE1 6SP 

refno name uwstr1 start_date end_date times max 
no 
people 

sale of 
alcohol 

for 
consumption 

reg. 
ent 

LNR police 
obj 

ept 
obj 

866451 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground Floor 20/01/2019 20/01/2019 00:00. to 04:00. 65 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

866460 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
area 

26/01/2019 26/01/2019 00:00 to 04:00 65 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

866824 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

17/02/2019 17/02/2019 00:00 to 04:00 65 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

867007 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

03/03/2019 03/03/2019 00:00 to 04:00 65 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

867246 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

24/03/2019 24/03/2019 00:00 to 04:00 65 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

867778 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

24/03/2019 24/03/2019 00:00 to 04:00 65 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

868008 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

12/05/2019 12/05/2019 00:00.- 04:00. 70 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

868071 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

19/05/2019 19/05/2019 00:00.- 04:00. 70 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

868167 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

26/05/2019 26/05/2019 00:00.- 04:00. 70 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

868332 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

09/06/2019 09/06/2019 00:00.-04:00. 65 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

868427 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

16/06/2019 16/06/2019 00:00.-04:00 65 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

868525 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

23/06/2019 23/06/2019 00:00.-04:00 65 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

869248 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

11/08/2019 11/08/2019 00:00-04:00 am 65 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

869507 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

25/08/2019 25/08/2019 00:00-04:00. 70 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

871562 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

26/01/2020 26/01/2020 00:00-04:00 70 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 



871563 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

02/02/2020 02/02/2020 00:00-04:00 0 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

872306 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

22/03/2020 22/03/2020 00:00-04:00 70 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

873092 Corporation 
Ponce 

Ground floor 
only 

23/08/2020 23/08/2020 00:00-04:00 60 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

874850 Corporation 
Ponce 

the Bar and 
Seating area 
of the 
restaurant. 

04/06/2021 06/06/2021 4,5.6/06/21)(11:00 
Am Until 23:30) 

90 Yes On 
Premises 

No Yes No No 

874899 Corporation 
Ponce 

bar and 
seating area 
of restaurant 

11/06/2021 13/06/2021 alcohol 11:00-
23:30 late night 
refreshment 
23:00-23:30 

90 Yes On 
Premises 

No Yes No No 

874933 Corporation 
Ponce 

bar and 
seating area 
of restaurant 

18/06/2021 18/06/2021 11:00-00:00 Daily 90 Yes On 
Premises 

No Yes No No 

874990 Corporation 
Ponce 

bar and 
seating area 
of restaurant 

25/06/2021 27/06/2021 11:00-00:00 Daily 90 Yes On 
Premises 

No Yes No No 

875044 Corporation 
Ponce 

bar and 
seating area 
of restaurant 

02/07/2021 04/07/2021 11:00-00:00 Daily 90 Yes On 
Premises 

No No No No 

875046 Corporation 
Ponce 

bar and 
seating area 
of restaurant 

09/07/2021 11/07/2021 11:00-00:00 Daily 90 Yes On 
Premises 

No Yes No No 

875183 Corporation 
Ponce 

bar and 
seating area 
of restaurant 

30/07/2021 01/08/2021 11:00-00:00 Daily 90 Yes On 
Premises 

No Yes Yes No 


